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Agriculture TWG Meeting – 15th June 2017 

 
Venue: OCHA                         Time: 10 am – 11.30 am 
 
Agenda  

1. Partner Mapping ( Who are the partners involved in implementing  Agriculture projects and 
where are they implementing these projects.-Ntando-15min  

2. Overview of the TWG ( What are the objectives, the past , presence and future).-Lawrence-
30min  

3. Preparation for the election of the Co-lead ( How do we elect the organisation to be the Co-
lead).-Lawrence-10min  

4. Planning for the Strategic Documents( TOR, Strategy, Guidelines, Work plan-Topics)-
Ntando-10min  

5. AOB-Lawrence-5min  

6. Next Meeting  

 
 

1 Partner Mapping (Who are the partners involved in implementing Agriculture projects and 

where are they implementing these projects) – Ntando - 15min: 

 SCI, LWDO, Concern, SSGID, SAADO, FAO, Nile Hope, Haro, Rucapd, CAFAD, SPEDP, 

MaCDA, SUDA, WVI, Oxfam, CRS, Solidarites International, Caritas, NRDC, UNIDO, JAM, 

ZOA, Plan international, DCA, Christian Aid (CA), RCDI, CARD, ICRC, GOAL, VFS-S, CARE, 

MPA 

 Donors: Dutch Gov., ADRA, DFID, EU, SDC, USAID  

  

2 Overview of the TWG ( What are the objectives, the past , presence and future).-Lawrence-

30min:  

Reactions to presentation:  

What were the drivers of the stand still in the AWG? – Insecurity was the main cause that 

lead to the stop of activity. Then Planning and policy issues changes also affected the whole 

process. 

 

3 Preparation for the election of the Co-lead (How do we elect the organisation to be the Co-

lead). Lawrence- 10 min: 

 FAO will chair and another partner will co-lead. Requirements for the co-lead: 

 EOI document will be prepared and circulated soon by the end of the week, as well as a TOR 

document. In the next meeting there will be the election of the co-lead 
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4 Planning for the Strategic Documents(TOR, Strategy, Guidelines, Work plan-Topics)-

Ntando-10min:  

 Currently there is a TOR documents, but it is generic. This document could be used to 

develop a specific TOR document.  This document will be reviewed by the partners in the 

AWG and by the 23rd inputs and comments will be collected in order to generate a final 

version.  

 

 Strategy document will need to be developed.  

 Work plan: this will be discussed in the next meeting. The group will need to come at the 

next meeting with something concrete and inputs to feed into the provisional work plan.  

 Save the children, Rucapd and CAFAD will provide support for the planning and development 

of the work plan. 

 

5 AOB-Lawrence-5min: 

 

6 Next meeting time: 22nd of June Thursday at 10.00am 

 

 

 
 


